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IMPROVING THE STABILITY AND GROWTH PACT (SGP): 
THE COMMISSION’S THREE PILLAR APPROACH 

I. Why is there a need to strengthen and clarify the SGP?  

(i) Experiences with the fiscal framework1 

Almost six years of experience have illustrated that the Stability and Growth Pact 
(SGP) and the system of economic governance have achieved significant results. The 
EU framework improved fiscal behaviour of Member States. It encouraged many 
countries to take the necessary measures that allowed them to move away from 
unsustainable budgetary positions and debt levels. Impressive budgetary 
consolidation was achieved in the years running up to the launch of the euro. The 
improvement of budgetary positions created room for manoeuvre for the working of 
automatic stabilisers and for improving the quality of public finances. This enhanced 
budgetary discipline has contributed to the ECB’s achievement and maintenance of 
price stability. Consumer price inflation has come down from average rates above 4 
per cent in the early 1990s to around 2 per cent in the first years of EMU. And both 
short- and long-term interest rates have converged to levels substantially below those 
prevailing in the 1990s.  

Figure 1 – Budgetary consolidation in the run-up to EMU1 
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1 Excluding UMTS licence proceeds. 

Source: Commission services.   
                                                 
1  See European Commission (2004b) and Flores, Giudice and Turrini (2005) for an assessment of 

EMU’s fiscal framework.  
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Moreover, the budgetary trends in the recent downturn compare favourably to the 
past when economic downturns were typically accompanied by a serious 
deterioration in underlying budgetary positions. In the context of the 2001-2003 
deceleration of global growth, the Stability and Growth Pact has helped avoiding 
large fiscal imbalances in EU Member States and allowed the EU as a whole to 
achieve a better fiscal performance than in other regions of the world. While the 
overall government deficit for the EU is expected to be at 2.8 percent of GDP in 2004, 
the US and Japan are registering record deficits in the magnitude of 4½ and 7 percent 
of GDP, respectively, that are both unsustainable and a risk for the global economy.  

While the SGP has contributed to realising and maintaining a high degree of 
macroeconomic stability by anchoring budget balances, the Commission noted the 
pressing need to reassess the functioning of the EU framework for economic 
governance and budgetary surveillance.2 Despite a gradual evolution of the 
framework over the years, further and more decisive progress is required to 
strengthen it and improve its enforcement in order to ensure sustainable public 
finances in the future. This need was highlighted by the difficulties in maintaining 
budgetary discipline. 

Figure 2 – The medium-term objectives turned into moving targets1, 2 
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2 The 1st vintage of the Stability Programmes were released in 1998/99; the 6th vintage in 
2003/04. 

Source: OECD (2004) and Commission services. 

                                                 
2   See press release n. IP/04/35 of 13.1.2004 in which the Commission stresses the need to 

strengthen economic governance. 
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In particular, due to consistent sizeable deviations from planned adjustment paths, 
achievement of a budgetary position close-to-balance or in surplus became a moving 
target. In subsequent Stability Programmes, the adjustment path gradually shifted 
and on average no progress was made (Figure 2). As a consequence in 2004, only four 
euro-area Member States complied with the medium-term objective. This 
disappointing performance is mainly attributable to fiscal slippage, as the medium-
term objectives are measured in cyclically-adjusted terms.3 Moreover, at many 
instances attempts to comply with the 3 % of GDP deficit reference value created a 
certain short-sightedness in the conduct of budgetary policy. This included recourse 
to one-off measures, creative accounting and pro-cyclical policies.4 On some 
occasions, the policies implemented by countries in excessive deficit positions cast 
doubts on their effective willingness and capacity to ensure the correction of the 
excessive deficits within deadlines.5 However, the tight procedures in the EDP and 
the lack of due consideration of economic circumstances in the SGP may also have 
played a role in the difficult enforcement and the recourse to one-off measures which 
did not structurally improve the budgetary positions. In addition, the ECOFIN 
Council decided de facto to hold in abeyance the implementation of the provisions of 
the Treaty and the SGP vis-à-vis both France and Germany, confirming controversies 
and mounting tensions on the enforcement of the rules. The European Commission, 
whose role it is to ensure the implementation of the rules, deeply regretted these 
events and decided to challenge the matter before the Court of Justice to clarify the 
institutional set-up and the procedure. 

(ii) Changing circumstances 

Certain parts of the fiscal coordination framework need to change over time, in line 
with changing economic circumstances. In addition to the experiences with the 
implementation, the need for strengthening and clarifying the Pact was reinforced by 
some structural changes in the European economic and political environment. In 
particular, in a European Union of 25 countries, characterised by considerable 
heterogeneity and diversity and given the experience of five years in EMU, an 
enriched common framework with a stronger emphasis on the economic rationale of 
its rules would allow to better cater for differences in economic situations across the 
EU. Moreover, since the negotiations on the Stability and Growth Pact in 1996 and 
1997, the issue of ageing populations have surfaced ever more prominently on the 

                                                 
3  Forni and Momigliano (2004) suggest that part of the problems of the Stability and Growth Pact 

encountered could be attributed to misjudgement of cyclical conditions. Their results indicate that 
misjudgement of the size of the negative output gaps for the years 1999-2002 led to higher than 
projected deficits in 2003 in all euro-area countries except Greece. 

4  See for instance Koen and Van den Noord (2004) 
5  Buti and Pench (2004) argue that the breakdown of enforcement mechanisms of the Pact is 

largely due to lack of compliance by the largest members of the euro area, whilst by and large 
smaller countries, though with some notable exceptions, have played by the book. They find that 
perception of a larger cost of consolidation, entrenched opposition to structural reforms, together 
with a lower weight to the external constraints may have all militated in discouraging large 
countries from behaviour along the SGP rules in the early years of EMU. 
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European economic and social agenda. It will have a large impact on public finances 
and economic developments more in general.  

Another important development is the weakening link between the budget deficit 
and debt developments. The emphasis in the SGP on surveillance of the deficit rather 
than the debt stems from the assumption that the deficit developments are more 
directly under the control of governments than debt developments and more easy to 
monitor and assess on a year-on-year basis. Moreover, deficit developments are 
deemed to be a good proxy of debt developments. Assuming that stock-flows 
compensate over time, a steady-state debt ratio of 60% of GDP corresponds to a 
constant deficit ratio of 3% of GDP only if the nominal growth rate is about 5% per 
year. Hence, for such nominal growth rates or higher, respecting the deficit criterion 
would lead high debt countries to reduce debt to below 60% of GDP over time.    

So, with the Treaty (and the SGP) it was thought that strong reliance on the deficit 
criterion of 3% of GDP, complemented by additional commitment by the very-high 
debt countries would have been sufficient to ensure sound public finances and the 
achievement of low debt ratios over time. Accordingly, the respect of the Treaty 
reference value for the deficit would have ensured a convergence towards 60% in the 
debt to GDP ratio. Assuming a nominal growth of 5% over the cycle may not have 
been overly optimistic (perhaps even conservative) at the time of defining the 
reference values of the Treaty. In the period between 1970 and 1991, the unweighted 
average growth rate in EU countries was well above 10% per year. Although lower 
than in previous decades, the average was still above 7% in the years preceding the 
signature of the SGP.  

However, the situation has changed remarkably since the second half of the 1990s, to 
a large extent reflecting the success of the disinflation process in view of reducing the 
inflation rate in a number of countries to qualify for the euro. A significant share in 
the improvement in the budget deficit during the 1990s followed from the reduction 
in the interest rate expenditure due to the disinflation process. This part of the 
improvement in the budget deficit did however not materially affect the sustainability 
of public debt. Moreover, Member States used the windfall from the drop in the 
interest burden to raise spending rather than to accelerate debt reduction, thereby 
worsening the sustainability of debt. (see Box 1).  

BOX 1 - The impact of disinflation on the link between the deficit and the debt criterion  
 
Some Member States have experienced a strong decline in inflation rates in the run-up to EMU. A 
similar process is expected to happen in a number of new Member States. While the achievement of 
price stability has important benefits for maintaining macro-economic stability - which is a precondition 
for sustainable growth -, accompanying budgetary policies during this process and thereafter have not 
always ensured appropriate debt developments. The disinflation process was in some countries 
perceived to have a significant positive impact on the sustainability of public finances as it was 
accompanied by large reductions in sovereign interest rate expenditures, which fed through in budget 
balances. However, while this indeed contributed to massive reductions in the budget deficit, the 
evolution of the debt developments did not benefit to the same extent.  
 
In order to maintain an unchanged rate of debt reduction, the primary balance needs to be unchanged, 
independently of the rate of inflation. This implies that the budget balance should be improved by the 
same amount as the reduction in interest expenditure in order to keep the rate of debt reduction 
unaffected. 
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Abstracting from the ‘credibility bonus’ (i.e. when inflation expectations, and thereby interest rates, 
declined before actual inflation) and assuming an instantaneous adjustment of the interest payments to 
the interest rates (i.e. assuming that the duration of the debt is equal to zero), if the reduced interest 
payments were fully used to improve the budget balance and to pay down debt rather than being 
redirected to other expenditure items or tax reductions, the debt development would have been virtually 
unaffected by the disinflation process. This would imply an unchanged primary budget balance and thus 
significant increases in the actual budget balances. If part of the savings in interest rate payments on 
government debt are instead used to increase other expenditures as has been the case in some countries 
of the euro area (reflected in the deteriorating primary balance), the level to which the debt/GDP ratio 
converges increases. 
 
In practice, both the maturity structure of the debt and the ‘credibility bonus’ may play a role in the 
disinflation process: a long maturity of the debt would lead to a one-off cost in terms of deficit (it would 
be necessary to make a small fiscal correction to achieve the deficit rate which would ensure the same 
debt reduction maintained before the disinflation process started), while the ‘credibility bonus’ could 
lead to a one-off gain.(*)   
 
It should be noted that to achieve an unchanged primary balance in a context of disinflation, some 
discretionary tightening may be required to compensate for the effects of (unexpected) changes in the 
inflation rate on expenditures and revenues (tax elasticities).   
 
As said above, disinflation processes similar to those experienced in the euro area in the 1990s are 
expected to continue in the new Member States. Thereby it should be stressed that while in general 
lowering inflation and thereby reduced interest expenditure should not produce significant effects on the 
debt dynamics over the medium-term, as long as the primary balances is maintained unchanged (i.e. the 
overall deficit would improve to the new level compatible with the after-disinflation debt dynamics). 
This implies that a lower level of the budget deficit is consistent with the satisfactory rate of debt 
reduction than was the case at the time of designing the Maastricht Treaty.  
_____ 
 (*Moreover, in the case of the euro-area, additional interest rate reduction effects above the inflation effect have 
occurred in the form of reduced interest rate risk premium due to reduced volatility and the increased importance of 
the currency as a reserve currency. However, these true benefits are small compared to the reduction in interest rate 
expenditures that entailed a reduction of the budget deficits with unchanged primary budget balances. 
 

In many countries, a significant decrease in real growth potential also contributed to 
the reduction of the nominal growth rate. In addition, after the slowdown in nominal 
GDP growth which has taken place over the last years, the situation may become 
even more distressing from 2010 onward due to the increasing impact of ageing 
populations. The EU-15 nominal GDP growth rate may thus be below 4% per year 
over the next 15 years and decline further thereafter. Accordingly, developments in 
debt ratios may become a cause for concern in some Member States. Figure 3 shows 
that the development of the debt/GDP ratio changes substantially with different 
nominal growth prospects. 

Another reason for the weakening link between the debt criterion and the deficit 
criterion of the Treaty is the large and persistent effect of stock-flow operations in 
some countries.6 Large and persistent stock-flows which mostly have an adverse 

                                                 
6  The difference between the change in the outstanding debt stock and the yearly deficit flow is 

known as the stock-flow adjustment (stock-flow adjustment), or less frequently as deficit-debt 
adjustment. A positive (negative) stock-flow adjustment means that factors other than the 
government deficit increase (reduce) the government debt level. In some cases, the nominal debt 
level can even fall while there is a deficit, or can increase in the presence of a surplus. While the 
stock-flow adjustment is typically set to zero in the theoretical analysis of debt dynamics, in real 
life such an assumption appears to be unwarranted. Stock flow adjustments result primarily from 
financial operations, e.g. debt issuance policy to manage public debt, privatisation receipts, 
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impact on debt developments are a cause for concern, as they may be the result of the 
inappropriate recording of budgetary operations, sometimes with the objective to 
circumvent the ESA95 definitions of deficit and debt and can lead to large ex-post 
upward revisions of deficit levels.7 Increased focus on debt is required to complement 
continued rigorous attention to deficit developments.8 

Figure 3 - Debt developments consistent with the 3% deficit 
ceiling, at various nominal GDP growth rates 
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impact of exchange rate developments on foreign denominated debt. The debt ratio may fluctuate 
considerably because of changes in the government’s portfolio of financial assets. For instance, if 
the social security sector decides to shift its reserves from government paper into private 
securities, the concept of government debt as defined in the Protocol annexed to the Treaty 
increases. In general, such effects should tend to cancel out over time. 

7  The fact that the deficit is not the only determinant in the evolution of the debt level is not an 
indication of any fundamental error in the accounts of Member States. High positive stock-flow 
adjustments are even the normal outcome for low-debt governments in surplus. The issue is more 
worrying when there are protracted high positive stock-flow adjustments in high-debt countries in 
deficit. All Member States transmit data on the stock-flow adjustment to the Commission on the 
occasion of the EDP reporting. Data on stock-flow adjustment transmitted by Member States are 
available both for general government as whole and for each of the government sub sectors. The 
Commission will in future pay more attention to the size and the components of stock-flow 
adjustment to identify issues that may raise accounting or economic issues. Member States 
should be ready to better explain their stock-flow adjustment, with the aim of improving the 
transparency of their accounts. 

8  Some academic authors suggest that the fiscal surveillance should focus exclusively on debt and 
sustainability, rather than monitoring deficit developments. See for example Pisani-Ferry (2004) 
suggestion to have a “Debt Sustainability Pact” and similar suggestions by De Grauwe (2003), 
Coeuré and Pisani-Ferry (2003), Wyplosz (2002) and Gross (2003), or the “Permanent Balance 
Rule” by Buiter and Grafe (2003). While the Commission takes more account of debt levels and 
developments (low debt countries will get more fiscal leeway both in the preventive and 
corrective arm of the Pact) and increases surveillance, it considers that the deficit remains a key 
instrument for fiscal surveillance because it has a closer link to fiscal policy and is more under 
the control of the government.   
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(iii)  Stretching interpretation versus adjusting rules 

The Commission considers changing the substance of the Regulations to ensure 
consistency in the implementation. Previous efforts to improve the implementation 
have failed despite the fact that the Commission had already pushed the 
interpretation of the rules to the limit in its November 2002 Communication. No 
change to the rules while further stretching the interpretation in the implementation 
would imply moving away from a rules-based framework. A system that would 
increasingly disregard the rules and rely on discretion would jeopardise equal 
treatment, lack predictability and endanger enforcement. While there is a need for 
more room for economic judgement in implementing the rules, the criteria and 
procedures for judgement should be clearly defined ex ante.  

The EU framework is built around elements which relate to persuasion, prevention, 
dissuasion and correction. Progress is needed on all these aspects. The objective is 
therefore to enhance the economic underpinnings of the existing framework and 
strengthen credibility and enforcement.  

II. The main ideas – the Commission Communication of  
3 September  2004  

In this context, the Commission presented its Communication on “Strengthening 
economic governance and clarifying the implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact” on 
3 September 2004. This Communication responded to the June 2004 European Council 
call for proposals by the Commission to strengthen and clarify the implementation of 
the SGP. It built on ideas contained in the Communication of 24 June 2004 on “Public 
Finances in EMU – 2004”. The Communication took into account the implications of 
the ruling of the European Court of Justice of 13 July that clarifies the respective roles 
of the Commission and the Council in the application of the EU fiscal framework.9 
The ruling also confirms that a rules-based system is the best guarantee for 
commitments to be enforced and for all Member States to be treated equally. 

The 3 September 2004 Communication explains that the objective of the exercise is to 
enhance the economic underpinnings of the SGP framework and to strengthen its 
credibility and enforcement. The key areas that it identifies in order to clarify and 
improve the implementation of the SGP and the system for fiscal governance are:  

(i) placing more focus on debt sustainability in the surveillance of budgetary 
positions. Increasing the focus on the debt criterion and on medium- and long-
term sustainability entails enhanced surveillance of both current debt 
developments as well as of factors that may influence its medium and long-run 
dynamics;  

(ii) allowing for more country-specific circumstances in defining the medium-term 
objectives of “close to balance or in surplus”;  

                                                 
9 Ruling of the European Court of Justice on the affaire C-27/04 by the Commission of the 

European Communities against the Council of the European Union. 
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(iii) considering economic circumstances and developments in the implementation 
of the Excessive Deficit Procedure. Both the identification of an ‘excessive 
deficit’ and the recommendations and deadlines to correct it may benefit from 
taking better into account the budgetary impact of periods of exceptionally 
weak economic growth;  

(iv) ensuring earlier actions to correct inadequate budgetary developments. 
Budgetary surveillance should ensure the achievement of surpluses in good 
times to prepare for the ageing of the population, to create sufficient room for 
dealing with economic slowdowns and to ensure an adequate policy mix over 
the cycle;  

(v) enhancing peer pressure by institutional reinforcements. Peer pressure and 
early warnings could be more actively used for surveillance; and  

(vi) strengthening coherence between the economic and budgetary policy objectives 
of the Union and hence a good coordination between the Broad Economic Policy 
Guidelines (BEPGs) and the SGP to push forward the Lisbon agenda. Economic 
policy coordination can be enhanced through the more active use of the BEPGs.  

Economic and Monetary Affairs Commissioner Joaquín Almunia explained: “The 
Commission intends to push forward this debate in an open and transparent manner and in 
close cooperation with Member States. Our proposals introduce more economic rationale in the 
implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact while strengthening surveillance and 
enforcement. They aim to support macroeconomic stability, ensure sustainable public finances 
and contribute to the improvement of the EU’s growth potential and the realisation of the 
Lisbon agenda”. 

Member States welcomed the Commission’s ideas. On 10 September 2004, at the 
informal Ecofin meeting in Scheveningen, Ministers had a first discussion on the SGP 
following the Commission Communication. In a statement Ministers agreed that the 
Commission Communication provided a good basis for discussion. The ECOFIN 
emphasised that they – as the Commission - did not look for a watering down of the 
Pact, but rather for a strengthening and clarification and better implementation. 
Ministers gave further guidance as regards the discussion on the Stability and Growth 
Pact. They confirmed the Commissions view that the 3% deficit and the 60% debt 
criterion in the Treaty remained of paramount importance and that a rules-based 
system remained the best guarantee for commitments to be enforced and for all 
Member States to be treated equally. The elements that Ministers identified were 
similar to those identified in the Commission’s Communication. One additional 
element that Ministers introduced was that in the EDP, when assessing compliance 
with the recommendations, a distinction should be made between measures taken 
and economic forecasting errors. This would avoid punishing Member States for 
events outside their control while they comply with the recommendations of the fiscal 
framework.  

On the basis of the Commission Communication, the Council’s further guidance, and 
drawing from abundant input from academics and policy makers, the Commission 
services further analysed and developed options to allow expanding the main ideas 
into a practical coherent framework. This framework is built on three pillars to 
strengthen the EU fiscal framework: (i) modification of the rules and interpretation of 
the SGP; (ii) enhancing fiscal governance; and (iii) reinforcing statistical governance.  
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III. Strengthening the rules and interpretation of the SGP   

Since modifications are envisaged in several elements of the fiscal framework, and 
given the complex links between all elements shaping the conduct of fiscal policy in 
the EU and the way budgetary surveillance is carried out, ensuring consistency is 
crucial. In this context it is key to agree on a consistent package that addresses the key 
objectives and strike the right balance on trade-offs that may exist.  

(i) How is the fiscal framework built?  

The unique rule-based framework for the co-ordination of budgetary policies in EMU 
has been established to address the economic spill-overs arising from possible debt 
default; the single monetary policy, and ineffective allocation of resources hampering 
growth. The emphasis on fiscal prudence and the avoidance of debt default in EMU 
derive from the awareness that economic prosperity and the viability of the monetary 
union cannot be sustained without tackling past fiscal policy failures, i.e. a trend 
towards increasing government expenditure and taxation levels combined with high 
structural budget deficits and government debt accumulation, and the tendency 
towards pro-cyclical budgetary policies which amplified rather than cushioned the 
effects of cyclical swings. 

Concerns about the risk of negative spillovers from unsustainable budgetary 
positions in one country, coupled with a recognition that fiscal policy in EMU had an 
important role to play in supporting a stability-oriented monetary policy, led to the 
Treaty requirement for Member States to avoid excessive deficit positions defined as 
general government deficits below 3% of GDP and the general government debt level 
remaining below 60% of GDP (or diminishing at a satisfactory pace towards this 
reference value). In order to reinforce the preventive aspects of this framework and to 
help Member States avoid excessive deficit positions, the Treaty requirements were 
complemented by the SGP. The SGP consists of two Council Regulations enshrined in 
a Resolution of the 1997 Amsterdam European Council. One of the Regulations 
(1467/97) aims at speeding up and clarifying the excessive deficit procedure of the 
Treaty as defined in Article 104. It introduces a high degree of automaticity in the 
procedure which aims at strengthening the dissuasive nature of the Treaty 
requirements and providing incentives to ensure a sufficient safety margin from the 
reference value of 3% of GDP for the government deficit. It does not further specify 
the application of the debt criterion of the Treaty as compliance with the deficit 
criterion was deemed sufficient to ensure a satisfactory rate of debt reduction.    

The other SGP Regulation (1466/97) established a requirement for Member States to 
achieve and maintain budgetary positions of ‘close to balance or in surplus’. This is 
meant to ensure that fiscal policy contributes to an environment in which monetary 
policy can effectively maintain price stability whilst being growth supportive. 
Moreover, by maintaining a budget position of ‘close to balance or in surplus’, 
Member States would have the necessary room for manoeuvre for cyclical 
stabilisation through the working of the automatic stabilisers without the 3% of GDP 
reference value for deficits being breached (see e.g. Buti and Sapir (2000)). In addition, 
it would lead to a rapid reduction of the government debt to GDP ratio, implying a 
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lower interest burden, thus creating further scope for governments to pursue growth 
enhancing reforms.  

Overall, the SGP provided a consistent framework for prudent budgetary 
management that is in the economic self-interest of all countries, individually and 
collectively, irrespective of EMU or their participation in the euro area.  The EU fiscal 
framework has generally been assessed as system of well-designed fiscal rules, which 
are simple, clearly defined and transparent.10   

(ii) Enhancing the framework while safeguarding its successful elements  

When modifying elements of the SGP, the consistency should be safeguarded.  
Experiences with the process have shown that some of the rules could be made more 
explicit, while some others could allow for more judgement. This requires a coherent 
and balanced approach with more “flexibility” where possible and more rigour where 
necessary. With its proposals, the Commission does not recommend any weakening 
of the framework, rather a refocusing to increase its relevance and enhance its 
economic rationale.  

The original SGP essentially relied on the clarity and the uniformity of its rules. The 
logic was built on defining strict numerical limits, leaving as little room as possible 
for judgement. In the absence of a strong political authority, it was felt that only a 
simple, well-defined and transparent rule could be forced upon Member States, both 
large and small. The corresponding price was a lack of flexibility, which was deemed 
worth paying for the sake of ensuring enforceability and equality among Member 
States. The costs of the lack of flexibility and economic rationale on national 
ownership have been higher than initially thought. This resulted in reduced 
enforceability, while enforceability was considered the main advantage of the high 
degree of simplicity in the framework. The transparency and simplicity of the rules 
need to be maintained as much as possible, while economic rationale is enhanced. 
Though neither an economist nor a politician, Albert Einstein’s statement that “things 
should be made as simple as possible, but not any simpler” is very appropriate for the EU 
fiscal framework.   

Pisani-Ferry (2004) suggests that the apparent move away from a rather fixed-rules 
approach toward a “constrained discretion” approach requires that decisions by the 
Council convey technical, economic and political legitimacy. Technical legitimacy 
must be based on the quality of the expertise; economic legitimacy on the fact that 
beyond legal underpinnings, a convincing case can be made for the policy decisions 
that are advocated; and political legitimacy on quality and transparency of decisions 
processes as well as on ultimate accountability. However, the institutional setting in 
the EU does not allow for an unbiased discretionary approach. A system that would 
rely to a large extent on discretion would jeopardise equal treatment and thereby 
credibility and ownership. In its proposals, the Commission takes these 
considerations into account, while it maintains the essence of the rules-based system 
and avoids excessive discretionary judgement. The Commission suggests enhancing 

                                                 
10  See  for instance Annet et al. (2005) and Buti and Giudice (2002) for an assessment of the design 

of the SGP.    
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economic rationale, which will contribute to strengthening national ownership and 
commitment by Member States. Thereby enforcement should remain central in a 
rules-based framework. A strong anchor function of the 3% reference value is 
essential in this regard. In particular, breach of the 3% reference value will - as a rule - 
trigger the excessive deficit procedure.11 

(iii) Reinforcing the economic rationale of the rules: key suggestions 

Add 1 - Increased focus on debt and sustainability  

As described in Section I, focus on debt development will complement the current 
framework and enhance the consistency between the Treaty reference values as it is 
increasingly clear that surveillance of the deficit developments is not sufficient to 
ensure stabilisation of debt at prudent levels.  

For these reasons, the Commission suggests stepping up the monitoring and 
surveillance of debt developments and sustainability. The Commission will enhance 
its analyses of debt developments and consider the application of the debt criterion if 
a country with a debt above 60% of GDP does not show a satisfactory rate of 
reduction. The provisions for the application of the debt criterion are already in the 
Treaty, but the SGP provides no further guidance on its application. However, the 
Commission considers that a well-defined framework for the assessment of debt 
developments (and in particular agreement on what constitutes a satisfactory rate of 
debt reduction) would enhance transparency, avoid surprises and ensure equal 
treatment. Such framework should offer guidance for the assessment of the respect of 
the debt criterion, without involving a mechanistic approach. It should leave room for 
judgement in the process. A proper specification of the debt criterion would bite 
especially in good times, thus contributing to the incentives for running symmetric 
budgetary policies over the cycle.  

When defining a “satisfactory pace” of debt reduction which would serve a 
benchmark in the assessments, the following considerations need to be taken into 
account: (i) it needs to be clear and simple. In particular, it must be possible ex ante to 
specify the rate of debt reduction which the Member State concerned is expected to 
achieve. It is also essential that an ex post assessment of compliance with this 
expected rate of debt reduction is easy to verify; (ii) the criterion should be related to 
the level of the debt ratio, with a faster pace of reduction required in countries where 
debt levels are well above the 60% of GDP reference value; (iii) the required rate of 
debt reduction must be considered as a minimum to be achieved by Member States 
with a debt/GDP ratio above 60% and as a clear guideline to the Commission and the 
Council to assess the respect of the Treaty requirement; and (iv) it should be consistent 
with the overall policy framework. The criterion should be strict enough to allow debt 

                                                 
11  Schuknecht (2004) supports this approach by stressing the importance of clear and simple rules 

and in particular the 3% deficit limit in anchoring expectations of fiscal discipline and facilitating 
public and market monitoring of public finances. He also points to the importance of appropriate 
incentives for rule compliance in an environment where national fiscal sovereignty precludes the 
option of centralised enforcement.  
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reduction below the reference value in a reasonable number of years but not be over-
demanding.  It should therefore take into account the increasing concern on long term 
sustainability of public finances and reduce debt levels to below the Treaty reference 
value of 60% of GDP in a foreseeable timeframe.12 

Add 2 - Redefining the medium-term objectives of close-to-balance or in surplus 

A key element in the fiscal framework is the concept of medium-term objectives of 
‘close to balance or in surplus’ for the budgetary positions. Such concept has been 
developed primarily to guide fiscal policy in avoiding the breach of the Treaty 
reference value for the deficit. However, concerns about the sustainability of fiscal 
policies, as well as the need to consider country-specific characteristics call for 
revisiting this concept. The Commission suggests developing medium-term objectives 
which, by taking account of the characteristics of the economy of each Member State, 
pursue a triple aim.  Firstly, they should provide a safety margin towards the 3% 
deficit limit. Secondly, they should ensure rapid progress towards prudent debt 
levels. Thirdly, they should allow room for budgetary manoeuvre if these first aims 
are satisfied.  

The medium-term objectives (by definition reflecting budgetary position in cyclically-
adjusted terms net of one-off measures) could be differentiated on the basis of a 
country’s initial debt level and expected potential growth, varying them from small 
surpluses in member states with excessive debt levels and/or modest growth 
prospects to small deficits in countries with low debt levels and sufficiently dynamic 
economies. At an aggregate level, reflecting the average high debt level and modest 
growth rate, the medium-term objectives set accordingly to this approach would still 
imply that the euro area and the EU-25 should achieve almost balanced positions (a 
small deficit of 0.3-0.5% of GDP). Therefore, the overall degree of ambition would 
remain unchanged with respect to the definition used so far (where close to balance 
was interpreted as a budget deficit of maximum 0.5% of GDP). For high-growth, low-
debt countries for which debt dynamics are not constraining, more room could be 
provided, but deficits would be capped to 1 per cent or 1½ percent of GDP to keep the 
deficit below 3% of GDP under normal cyclical circumstances.  

Continuous compliance with the medium-term objectives as suggested by the 
Commission would lead explicit debt to converge over time to a level of about 40% of 
GDP (and lower for countries with high growth rates). This approach is however 
based on the strong assumption that all policy measures are taken in order to ensure 

                                                 
12  Several possibilities could fit these criteria. Any way in which the path for debt reduction will be 

defined will be arbitrary. A simple linearly increasing required rate of debt reduction from 1 
percentage point of GDP for countries just above 60% to 3 percentage points of GDP for 
countries at 100% seems economically sound, feasible and consistent with the objective of 
reducing debt below 60% of GDP before the impact of ageing sets in. A less demanding 
alternative, suggested by Gross (2003) would be a linearly increasing pace of debt reduction from 
0 at a debt of 60 % of GDP to 2 % at 100 % of GDP. This would ensure the same speed of 
reduction in the debt to 60% brought about by a deficit of 3% under 5% nominal GDP growth. A 
disadvantage of this criterion is that it would not ensure debt reduction below the reference value 
as it is asymptotic to 60% of GDP.   
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that the objective is respected over time. As such it presupposes that structural 
reforms and/or budgetary measures are taken to fully tackle all risks to sustainability 
stemming for example from increasing pension or health expenditures related to 
ageing.  Should that not be the case, then increasing difficulties would be faced by 
governments in respecting the medium-term objectives, unless more ambitious 
budgetary positions are already taken now, and debt levels are brought down more 
rapidly.13 Countries have therefore the choice, within the limits set by such objectives, 
as to which strategy they want to pursue in order to remain sustainable and deal with 
long-term developments: realise the necessary reforms, implement more restrictive 
budgetary policies over the next decade, or choose a combination of the two.  

An open issue is whether (and to what extent) the medium-term budgetary objectives 
should explicitly take into long-term sustainability (implicit liabilities).14 On the one 
hand, it may seem preferable to take a broader approach and take long-term-
sustainability concerns explicitly into account, rather than basing the medium-term 
objective on a second best indicator (gross debt). It would more overtly force 
countries to deal with the budgetary costs of ageing today. It would also permit to 
revise the medium-term objectives as structural reforms that improve the long-term 
perspective of countries are carried out (e.g. pension reforms), thereby rewarding 
structural reforms.  

On the other hand, if implicit liabilities were included, the nature of the medium-term 
objective could be different. It could no longer be seen as a target to comply with, but 
rather an objective worthy to pursue that might be reached some time in the future. In 
addition, the establishment of ‘sustainability-augmented’ medium-term objective is a 
formidable task and fraught with technical difficulties, including large uncertainty of 
the long-term projections and the sensitivity to assumptions. It could also lead to 
overly demanding targets if all implicit liabilities are incorporated fully in the 
medium-term objective. Moreover, it could lead to wrong policy recommendations. 
Finally, it could give the wrong policy signal: countries may pursue very ambitious 
budgetary policies (large surplus) instead of implementing the appropriate pension 
reform; countries may also have the impression that by complying with the medium-
term objectives they are responding to the sustainability challenge, and thus not 
undertake the necessary reforms. Moreover, an approach that includes implicit 
liabilities related to ageing populations broadens the coverage of the debt 

                                                 
13  See for instance Regling (2002) for the strategy suggested by the Commission to address the 

challenges of ageing populations: “(…) (to address the important economic, social and budgetary 
challenges posed by the ageing populations), the Commission recommends that member states 
pursue a comprehensive strategy, including reform of pension and health care systems, in order 
to place them on a sound financial footing, and efforts to increase employment. Such measures 
would also contribute to the necessary safeguarding of sustainable public finances. As a result of 
population aging, the risk cannot be ruled out that large budgetary imbalances - in breach of the 
requirements of the Stability and Growth Pact - may emerge in the future in several countries. In 
this context, delays in budgetary consolidation could have long-term consequences as there is 
only a limited window of opportunity to prepare before the impact of demographic changes 
begins to be felt.” 

14  For instance Bogaert (2004) suggests basing the medium-term objectives on a sustainability 
condition. This would imply that the so-called tax-gap which is due to future (implicit) liabilities 
due to the ageing of the population would be added to the required primary balance. The 
corresponding deficit could than be deducted.     
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sustainability concept, but still leaves many elements (contingent liabilities) 
unaddressed, which are of increasing importance, in particular in the new Member 
States.  

In sum, the Commission’s suggested approach to the medium-term budgetary 
objective could be complemented by the assessment of implicit liabilities once there is 
an agreed methodology and a proper statistical base for the establishment of implicit 
(and contingent) liabilities. 

Add 3 – Taking better account of economic circumstances in the EDP  

One of the most apparent aspects of the SGP that are subject to improvement is the 
excessive deficit procedure. The SGP had introduced a high degree of automaticity in 
the procedure of Article 104 of the Treaty. It has not worked properly. Some countries 
have been in excessive deficit for a long time and tensions have surfaced in the 
application of the rules. If the procedure were to be left unchanged, its application 
would likely become increasingly discretionary and would surpass the already 
stretched interpretation of the rules. Equal treatment would be further threatened.  

The Commission believes that considering economic circumstances in the 
implementation of the EDP could strengthen the rationale of the SGP and contribute 
to enhancing ownership of the framework and its recommendations.  Thereby it 
should be clear that the purpose of the EDP is not a “punitive” one per se. It rather 
allows enhanced surveillance and peer pressure to ensure budget discipline. The case 
of the Netherlands illustrates that countries could be “easy in” and “easy out” of the 
EDP, without charging this procedure with unwarranted “dramatic” connotations. 
The framework could take account of the cyclical environment, growth surprises and 
economic fundamentals, while still ensuring prompt correction and minimising risks 
to sustainability. It should be clear, that the relevant factors that should be taken into 
account should be economic factors.15 

Firstly, the Commission has considered the desirability of revising the restrictive 
criteria for the application of the exceptional and temporary circumstances clause in 
the EDP, which allows Member States to be exempt from the procedure on the basis 
of very specific economic circumstances. The Commission would suggest changing 
the definition of a severe economic downturn. It should remain simple and 
transparent, while qualitative judgement by the Commission and Council should 
allow sufficiently capturing economic reality. In particular, a negative growth rate 

                                                 
15  The Commission is committed to keeping the implementation of the EDP simple and rigorous. In 

particular, entry into EDP should remain virtually automatic to benefit from enhanced 
surveillance and peer pressure to pursue sound fiscal policy in case of a deterioration of the 
deficit above 3% of GDP. Suggestions to exclude certain expenditure categories (public 
investment, defence, net contributions to the EU budget, R&D, pension reserve fund transfers) 
from the calculation of the deficit when deciding on the excessive deficit have surfaced in the 
debate. This would be equivalent to modifying the anchor value of the 3% reference value. 
Sustained deficits of 4 or 5% of GDP could be maintained without entering into the procedure. 
This would be detrimental to the EU fiscal framework. Together with the anchor function of the 
3%, the transparency and credibility of the system would be lost and enforcement of any 
procedures would become extremely difficult, thereby minimizing the contribution of the 
framework to the sustainability of fiscal policies.   
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would be a necessary condition to qualify for exceptionality, thereby harmonising the 
criteria for the Commission and the Council in respectively Treaty articles 104(3) and 
104(6). If a negative growth rate occurs, the Commission and the Council would then 
consider whether the “severe economic downturn” can be called upon. The key 
elements to consider are the same as those defined in the Regulation 1467/97: the 
“abruptness” of the slowdown and the “cumulative loss of output”. If the downturn 
is considered severe, its resulting excess over the reference value still needs to be close 
to the reference value and temporary, meaning that the Commission forecasts show 
the deficit dropping below 3% within the forecasting period. This would avoid 
confusing cyclical downturns with slowdowns of a more structural nature.   

Secondly, deadlines for taking effective action or measures in response to 
recommendations under Art. 104(7) and 104(9) could be extended. Concerning the 
deadline for taking effective action in response to recommendations under article 
104(7), it could be extended from 4 to 6 months. This would have the advantage that, 
at the moment of the assessment of effective action, new Commission forecasts will be 
available. The deadline to take measures in response to recommendations under 
article 104(9) could be extended from 2 to 4 months. These deadlines have proven not 
be in line with the different national budgetary procedures. Allowing some more time 
could ease the implementation of the necessary policy action by Member States and 
improve the process.  

Thirdly, the deadlines for correction of excessive deficits have been overly tight in 
some cases. The current deadline for correction of the excessive deficit is the year after 
identification, irrespective of the structural characteristics and the economic situation 
of the Member State concerned. This appears fairly restrictive in some cases and may 
lead to excessively pro-cyclical policies, undue reliance on one-off measures and 
creative accounting. The Commission considers additional time could be granted to 
countries affected by very negative growth developments and where debt is low.  

Table 1  -  Modalities for revising the deadlines for correcting excessive deficits. 

Effective action has been taken 

 

YES NO 

YES 
Address new Art. 104(7) 
recommendation with extension of 
deadline for correcting the deficit 

Adopt Art. 104(9) recommendation with 
extension of deadline for correcting the 
deficit 

Sp
ec

ia
l c

ir
cu

m
st

an
ce

s 
ex

is
t 

NO The procedure is kept in abeyance Adopt Art. 104(9) recommendation 
without extension of deadline for 
correcting the deficit 

Source: Commission services.   
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Moreover, deadlines set in recommendations under article 104(7) of the Treaty could 
be revised during the procedure but only if surprise economic developments 
adversely affect the budgetary outcome. In order to avoid an open-ended system, 
extension of the deadline without moving to the next step of the procedure would 
only be granted if the required consolidation measures have been taken. See Table 1 
for a schematic approach of the revision of deadlines. In all cases in which no effective 
action has been taken, a following step in the procedure is taken (art 104(9)). Thus, the 
recommendations for correcting the excessive deficits should strike the right balance 
between the need for ensuring prompt correction and the avoidance of overly pro-
cyclical policies.  

Add 4 – Catering for structural reforms  

The SGP has been criticised, by both academics16 and policy makers, for hampering 
the implementation of government’s intentions to pursue structural reforms. There 
are however no examples of reforms that have not been implemented or planned 
because of constraints of the fiscal framework. Conversely, others have argued that 
the SGP as an external commitment technology have in some countries, in particular 
those with politically-induced deficit-biases, exerted useful pressure to undertake 
structural reforms.17  

In this regard, the challenge is how to enhance the economic rationale without 
weakening the Pact. Reforms are a regular feature of policy making and budgetary 
planning processes. It should be clear that only a limited number of reforms should 
qualify for special treatment in the budgetary framework in order not to allow almost 
continual exemptions from the rules.18 Table 2 provides a taxonomy of structural 
reforms. 

In particular, major reforms with up-front budgetary costs and direct benefits on 
future explicit and implicit liabilities may justify a deviation from the medium-term 
objective or delayed adjustment towards the medium-term objective. Member States 
would need to provide first evidence on the short-term budgetary impact of the 
reforms and on their medium/long-term impact on public finances and, to the extent 
possible, on the growth potential. Such information should be duly reported (for 
instance in the Stability and Convergence programmes if the timing is appropriate) 
and in all cases in which the effect of the reforms exceeds the time horizon of the 
programme, additional analysis should be devoted to their longer term impact. The 
Commission, in its assessment of the proposed reform would evaluate the degree of 
                                                 
16  See for instance Razin, A. and E. Sadka, (2002) and Eichengreen, B. and  C. Wyplosz, (1998). 
17  See Beetsma (2001). 
18  Eichengreen (2004) presents a radical proposal in order to improve incentives for undertaking 

structural reforms. He proposes to define an index of institutional reform with a point each for 
reform of budget making arrangements, reform of public pension schemes, and reform of labour 
markets and unemployment insurance. Countries receiving three points (for successful reforms) 
would be exempt from the SGPs numerical guidelines, as Eichengreen suggests there would be 
no reason to think that they would be prone to chronic deficits. The others, whose weak 
institutions render them susceptible to chronic deficits, would in contrast still be subject to its 
warnings, sanctions and fines.       
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consistency and realism of the estimates of the impact of reforms, also taking into 
consideration different assessments made, for instance, by independent national 
institutions. 

Table 2 -  A taxonomy of “structural” reforms on the basis of costs and benefits 
 Budgetary cost Direct budgetary 

gains  
Benefits on growth Conclusions

 Direct Indirect(1) Immediate Long-term(2) Short-term Long-term Relevant for 
fiscal 

framework 

A) Examples of  reforms with a direct short-term negative impact on budgets and long-term gains on future expenditure flows 

 Pension reform (multi-pillar 
system) 

yes 
(temporary) 

no no yes no yes yes 

B) Examples of reforms with direct short-term negative impact on budgets and gains on economic growth 

 Investment projects (human 
capital, infrastructure, R&D) 

yes 
(temporary) 

no no no yes yes perhaps  

C) Examples of reforms without significant direct short-term costs on budgets but gains either on the budget and/or economic growth  

 Tax structure no yes no no yes yes no 

 Pension reform (eligibility 
criteria) 

no yes yes yes no yes no 

 Labour market:       no 

          a) benefits system no yes yes yes yes yes no 
          b) regulatory system no yes no no yes yes no 
 Health sector no perhaps yes yes no no no 

 Product markets no no no no yes yes no 

 Financial markets no no no no no yes no 

D) Examples of reforms with a permanent direct negative impact on budgets and gains on economic growth 

 Tax cuts yes 
(permanent) 

no no no yes yes perhaps 

 Expenditure on human capital 
or R&D 

yes 
(permanent) 

no no no yes yes perhaps 

 
(1) To pay-off perceived “losers” of the reform. 
(2) Direct gains, apart from indirect gains through higher potential growth. 
 
Source: Commission services.   

 

The Commission does not favour excluding certain budgetary items from the 
budgetary surveillance process. Such suggestions would dramatically weaken the 
Pact. Any such exclusion from surveillance would lead to a bias towards certain 
expenditures. Governments would have an incentive for “overspending” on 
expenditures that are exempt from fiscal surveillance. This would hamper optimal 
allocation.  Moreover, any such rule would de facto imply increasing the reference 
value for deficit and could lead to rising debt. Fiscal surveillance would also be 
weakened as it would be based on concepts which are difficult to measure. 
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Add 5 - Renewed commitment to fiscal consolidation towards the MTO 

The effectiveness and credibility of the preventive arm has been weak in the first six 
years of the SGP. As shown in Section 1 of this paper, the medium-term budgetary 
objectives have been moving targets in the past. More leeway for the correction of the 
excessive deficit may reduce further the dissuasive nature of the excessive deficit 
procedure for countries that have not yet reached their medium-term objectives. 
Renewed commitment to an agreed pace of consolidation could reinforce the 
preventive part of the SGP and ensure that the deficits do not stabilise just below 3% 
of GDP. The Commission considers that a minimum annual adjustment of at least 
0.5% of GDP in structural terms would be an appropriate benchmark value, for 
countries which have not achieved their medium-term objectives yet. By netting out 
temporary and one-off factors from the adjustment, the short term bias of fiscal 
surveillance would be reduced. Of course the minimum fiscal adjustment in the EDP 
should be consistent with – and at least as stringent as - the requirements for the 
adjustment towards the medium-term objective.  

Renewed agreement on and commitment to achieving the medium-term objectives 
should be complemented by stronger enforcement through peer pressure in the 
preventive arm of the Pact. In this context, the Commission could issue timely early 
warnings (also in good times) if a Member State deviates from the medium-term 
objective or its adjustment path towards the medium-term objective. The effectiveness 
of both the preventive and corrective elements of the Pact should also be reinforced 
by stronger institutions and improved surveillance (both at EU level and nationally) 
which would enhance peer pressure, also through domestic public opinion. 

IV.  Improving enforcement through enhancing fiscal governance 

The increased complexity of the framework should be complemented by institutional 
settings that reduce the cost of uncertainty and allow for better cooperation between 
institutions. This requires enhancing the consistency between the national and the EU 
framework and increasing national ownership of EU goals. In this context, the 
Commission has raised several ideas on improving fiscal governance. 

(i) Enhanced consistency between national and European processes  

For instance, a new Stability or Convergence programme - rather than an update of 
the original programme which is annually required in the SGP - may be prepared 
when a government starts its term and included in the national legislature to enhance 
ownership. Moreover, the Stability and Converge Programmes could be transformed 
into real ex-ante coordination processes with a medium-term orientation, interacting 
with the national budgetary processes rather than merely reflecting it. There are 
several advantages of a revision of the economic policy calendar. Firstly, reorienting 
the Stability and Convergence Programmes towards strategic planning and away 
from the description of the annual budget bill would increase the focus of the exercise 
on the medium term. Secondly, a proper EU semester for economic policy, by 
increasing the interaction between European and national levels before a draft budget 
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for the following year is prepared is likely to increase the Member States’ ownership 
of EU policy coordination, making it easier to factor common orientations into 
domestic policymaking. Thirdly, this shift could provide the possibility to involve 
national parliaments better and at an early stage of the multi-year budgetary 
planning: this is likely to increase the legitimacy of the EU fiscal framework. Finally, it 
could allow for strengthening the assessment of implementation - of both the BEPGs 
and the programmes - by linking the analysis made at the end of the year about the 
main elements of the budget just approved with the recommendations contained in 
the BEPGs concerning both the quality of public finances and the budgetary aspects 
of other recommendations. 

(ii) Transparency, accountability and domestic public awareness   

Moreover, measures could be envisaged to enhance transparency and accountability 
concerning Member State’s budgetary policies. The effectiveness of peer pressure to 
discourage Member States from not complying with their legal obligations and 
pursuing erroneous short-term policies could be enhanced in the form of naming, 
shaming, and, if necessary, blaming. At European level this could be pursued, as a 
first step, by increased transparency in the surveillance activity. The Commission has 
already taken this avenue, since last year, by collecting and releasing most 
information related to the assessments of the stability and convergence programmes, 
but also to the implementation of the Excessive Deficit Procedure. The Commission’s 
new capacity to issue “early warnings” directly can enhance transparency and 
improve timely peer pressure. Issuance of early warnings also in good times when 
deficits are not necessarily close to 3% will contribute to the avoidance of pro-cyclical 
policies.   

Also other measures should be envisaged in order to lead to greater transparency and 
accountability concerning Member State’s budgetary policies. National institutions 
could play a more prominent role in budgetary surveillance to strengthen national 
ownership of surveillance. Domestic public awareness of unsound economic policies 
would increase ‘reputation costs’, stimulating appropriate action, thereby reducing 
the deficit bias stemming, for example, from the electoral cycle. Feeding through of 
reputation costs to public opinion or financial markets is limited in the current 
framework as witnessed in recent experiences. Moreover, enhancing the functioning 
of dissuasion and peer pressure in the Council would significantly contribute to 
improving the working of the coordination of fiscal policies. In this context, the role 
played in some Member States by national counterparts for the monitoring function 
fulfilled by the Commission at EU level appears relevant. Following existing 
successful examples of national bodies as independent institutes which conduct 
surveillance of national budgetary and economic policies, and publicly provide views 
on their implementation, Member States should consider how such institutions could 
fit into the national institutional set up. In addition, a closer involvement of national 
parliaments in the coordination process could help to bolster accountability at the 
Member State level and thus increase the effectiveness of peer pressure. Existing 
evidence suggests that the interest of national parliaments in budgetary coordination 
has thus far been fairly muted.19 The implication is that a closer involvement of 
                                                 
19  See European Commission (2001). 
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national parliaments in the coordination process could help to bolster accountability 
mechanisms at the Member State level and thus increase the effectiveness of peer 
pressure as a sanction mechanism.20 

(iii) National budgetary rules complementing EU rules 

National budgetary rules, such as expenditure ceilings or rules to allocate extra 
revenue to reduce the deficit or increase surpluses can also contribute to ensuring 
symmetric-over-the-cycle policies. They complement EU rules and support 
compliance while enhancing ownership. Budgetary institutions which embed fiscal 
policy in a robust medium term framework will make it easier for Member States to 
comply with the EU’s budgetary rules. Member States already make use of a range of 
domestic budgetary rules with differing success. The success of initiatives to 
introduce or improve national budgetary rules will depend upon the ability to apply 
best practices in the national institutional framework for fiscal policy. The more 
transparent and enforceable domestic budgetary institutions are, the more they will 
constrain public finances, and hence the more they will boost compliance with the 
EU’s budgetary rules.21  

(iv) Unbiased forecasts  

In the context of the Statistical Governance, unbiased forecast are also an important 
pre-condition for effective budgetary surveillance. Even more so if a distinction 
would be made between policy errors and forecast errors in the assessment of 
compliance with the adjustment path in the excessive deficit procedure, independent 
forecasts for the budgetary projections and plans are crucial. The genuine growth 
surprise needs to be determined without being indulgent on systematic optimism in 
growth forecasts. The unbiasedness would make sure that forecast errors even out 
over time and that the required budgetary adjustment is eventually achieved. Past 
experience has shown that some Member States tend to systematically overestimate 
the pace of economic growth and hence progress in adjustment. Ex-post the shortfall 
from plans is usually blamed on bad luck.22 To reduce the risk of bias in the official 
growth forecasts at national level, reinforcing the institutional set up, by delegating 

                                                 
20  See Meyer (2004). 
21  European Commission (2003). Some economists suggest more far-reaching changes, including 

the mandatory establishment of national Fiscal Policy Committees, with initially advisory 
competence and working closely together with the Commission retaining its surveillance 
responsibilities but eventually being endowed with the authority to decide on annual budget 
balances.  

22  Strauch et al. (2004) analyse the track record of budgetary forecasts contained in the Stability and 
Convergence programmes presented between 1991 and 2002. One of their main findings is that 
several Member States are found to have overly optimistic growth assumptions underpinning 
budgetary targets. Moreover, countries with the most optimistic growth outlooks are also those 
with the largest slippages from budgetary targets. The link between the forecast accuracy and 
fiscal performance is confirmed by Larch and Salto (2003). Focusing attention on the four largest 
economies of the EU (Germany, France, United Kingdom and Italy) and using a longer sample 
(1987-2003) they show first that forecast errors of potential output growth are significant in 
explaining variations in the CAB and second that official growth forecasts have an optimism bias 
in three out of the four countries considered.  
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the projections for economic growth used in the budgetary plans to the Commission 
would help to ensure consistency and unbiased forecasts. The Commission forecasts 
satisfy the condition of unbiasedness. This is confirmed by studies analysing the 
quality of Commission growth forecasts, both in terms of their statistical properties 
and compared to the track record of other national and international forecasters 
(Keereman, 1999, and Strauch et al., 2004).23 

The use of the Commission forecast as a reference for the conditional approach in the 
excessive deficit procedure is also justified in view of the institutional set up of 
budgetary surveillance in the EU inter alia aimed at ensuring an independent and 
transparent assessment of fiscal policy and a harmonised treatment of Member States. 
Clearly, Member States would still continue using national economic growth forecasts 
(possibly in a prudent manner or on the basis of independent forecasting institutions) 
to draw up their budget plans and stability or convergence programmes, also taking 
into account the common set of external assumption as indicated in the revised code 
of conduct. In order to improve consistency and comparability, common assumptions 
should include GDP growth for the EU/euro area as well. In current practice the 
Commission naturally relies on its own forecasts when assessing budgetary polices, 
both ex-ante and ex-post. Using the Commission forecast for determining the amount 
of the growth surprise that needs to be discounted when decomposing differences 
between ex ante targets and ex post outcomes would simply extend this practice. A 
final issue to be stressed is the forecast calendar. Currently, national forecasts and the 
Commission forecast are produced at different moments in the year. One way to 
improve economic policy co-ordination highlighted in the Commission 
Communication of 3 September would be to revise and synchronise the forecast 
calendar, notably for the preparation of the budget and the drafting of the Stability 
and Convergence programmes. 

V.  A precondition for effective surveillance  
 - statistical governance24 

The third pillar of the reform to strengthen the implementation of the SGP is 
Statistical Governance. Fiscal statistics will remain the backbone of fiscal surveillance. 
The implementation of the fiscal framework and its credibility relies crucially on the 
quality, timeliness and reliability of fiscal statistics. Reliable and timely statistics are 
not only essential for the assessment of government budgetary positions; full 

                                                 
23  As positive and negative errors may offset each other, the unbiasedness of a forecast could give a 

flattering picture of the forecast accuracy. Specifically, an unbiased forecast could still go along 
with large mistakes. This is why accuracy checks generally also examine the mean absolute error 
of forecasts. However, according to Strauch et al. (2004) the unbiasedness of the Commission 
growth forecast is not achieved at the cost of bigger mistakes. On the contrary, the mean absolute 
error is mostly smaller than or in line with that of the economic forecasts presented in the stability 
and convergence programmes.  

24  The Commission adopted on 22 December 2004 the Communication “Towards a European 
Governance Strategy for Fiscal Statistics“, which proposes three lines of action: building up the 
legislative framework; improving the operational capacities of the relevant Commission services, 
i.e. Eurostat and the Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs (DG ECFIN); and 
establishing European standards on the independence of national statistical institutes. 
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transparency of such statistics will also allow the financial markets to better assess the 
creditworthiness of the different Member States, providing an important signalling 
function for policy errors.EU budgetary statistics have recently been subject to 
criticisms.25 

To deal with the systemic shortcomings regarding the EU statistical system, the 
Commission has proposed a consistent strategy for strengthening the EU governance 
of fiscal statistics along three lines of action. 

First, the relevant provisions on the quality of statistical data used in the context of the 
Excessive Deficit Procedure should be clarified. Existing rules should be 
supplemented by strengthening data monitoring mechanisms. Under existing law, 
the Commission (Eurostat) lacks the power to monitor government accounts 
directly.26 The existing set of rules needs to be extended to ensure that Eurostat, as the 
statistical authority, can carry out effective checks on the data notified by Member 
States. In particular, the Commission (Eurostat) should have the right to directly 
examine public accounts and the national authorities should be obliged to make 
available all of the relevant sources of information. Moreover, on-the-spot checks 
(verification missions) with guaranteed access to all locations, all pieces of 
information and all individuals should be allowed.  Moreover, accountability and 
transparency should be improved for instance by disseminating the fiscal notification 
tables and publishing the reports on verification missions to Member States.  

Second, increased competences and responsibilities should go hand in hand with 
enhanced financial and human-resource capacity for Eurostat and the Commission’s 
Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs to be able to carry out in-
depth evaluations of fiscal statistics and budgetary positions. Systematic planning of 
existing missions, plus longer and more in-depth verification missions is required. 
There is also the need to mobilise all existing expertise, including that at national 
level. 

Third, there is a need to establish Europe-wide standards as regards the 
independence, integrity and accountability of the national statistical institutes. The 
main objective is to establish stronger, common oversight of the governance of fiscal 
statistics at European level, which is itself essential to economic governance. 
Independent statistical offices and reinforced competences of Eurostat are essential. 
Member States will be required to provide more transparency accounts and to explain 
                                                 
25  See for instance European Commission (2004c) “Report of the accountability issue related to the 

revision of Greek budgetary data”, which provided an analysis of systemic issues at a global 
level. 

26  For instance, Bier et al. (2004) suggest that government accounts should be better used in the 
context of the SGP. In particular, Bier at al. have three suggestions to enhance statistical data for 
the SGP. First, sufficiently detailed and consistent government accounts for the compilation, 
analysis and forecasting of annual budgetary data should be laid down and thereby made 
transparent. Second, somewhat simplified government accounts for quarterly data, which are 
consistent with the annual data and available after at most 90 calendar days, would allow a timely 
monitoring of the budgetary developments. Third, the reliability of the budgetary data needs to be 
enhanced by compiling them more in line with professional than political considerations. The 
building blocks for the first and the second improvement of the SGP in terms of statistics already 
exist in European legislation. They consider that in particular the political will is required to use 
the government accounts also in the context of the SGP. 
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apparent discrepancy and inconsistency between accrual and cash accounts, or more 
generally between deficit and debt figures. The consistency between the status and 
prerogatives of national statistical authorities and their task of ensuring the reliability 
and timeliness of statistics needs to be ensured.  

VI.  Concluding remarks 

The policy debates on the revision of the SGP have highlighted a difference of views 
on several overarching issues. However, one element surfaces in every debate: the 
trade-off between (i) the extent to which judgement and discretion is allowed to 
capture economic reality and provide economically sound policy recommendations, 
on the one hand, and (ii) the need to retain the essence of a rules-based framework to 
ensure enforcement and equal treatment on the other.27 In this context three main 
stances have emerged in the debate on the SGP. The first one calls for increasing 
economic judgement by the Commission and the Council in assessing budgetary 
developments in Member States. Qualitative judgement would ensure economic 
rationale in the procedures, avoiding any mechanistic application of the Treaty. The 
second approach considers that the current rules already leave sufficient room for 
economic judgement. Better implementation of the existing rules is called for, 
requiring at most a clearer specification of such rules. Finally, a third position, 
advocated by the Commission, calls for increasing the economic rationale while 
relying on the rules-based character of the fiscal framework. The Commission is 
committed to finding common ground among Member States along these lines, in 
particular because the institutional setting in the EU does not allow for an unbiased 
discretionary approach.  

The Commission is committed to preserving the 3% deficit limit as a hard ceiling and 
the core of the fiscal framework. The launching of the excessive deficit procedure 
should continue to be simple and rigorous. This is a decisive objective for the future 
of the Pact. A system that would rely to an excessive extent on discretion would 
jeopardise equal treatment and thereby credibility and ownership. More leeway for 
the correction of the excessive deficit may reduce the dissuasive nature of the 
excessive deficit procedure for countries that have not yet reached their medium-term 
objectives. Therefore, stronger enforcement in the preventive arm of the Pact, i.e. 
compliance with – or sufficient progress to - the medium-term budgetary objectives of 
close-to-balance or in surplus is required to ensure that the deficits do not stabilise 
just below 3% of GDP. The effectiveness of both the preventive and corrective 
elements of the Pact needs to be reinforced by stronger institutions, improved 
surveillance and transparency which will enhance peer pressure and reliable, 
complete and timely statistics.  

                                                 
27  This trade-off between the degree of judgement and rules is of course closely related to the 

debate on the appropriate degree of supra-national competencies versus national sovereignty.  
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